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Commentary

Adeno-associated virus (AAV) is a single-stranded (ss) DNAcontaining non-pathogenic human parvovirus, and recombinant AAV
(rAAV) vectors are currently in use in a number of gene therapy
clinical trials [1,2]. Various steps in the life cycle of the wild-type (wt)
as well as the rAAV vectors have been studied extensively [3].
Although the single-stranded AAV genomes of both [+] and [-]
polarities are encapsidated into separate mature virions with equal
frequency [4], the precise underlying mechanism of viral genome
encapsidation into viral capsids remains somewhat unclear.

to a preformed capsid as the rest of the parental strand is still being
copied (Figure 1). When the single strand is completely displaced, the
3’-end, which is also bound by Rep is then positioned on the capsid
surface through Rep-Rep interactions to initiate packaging of the
single strand in a 3’ to 5’ direction. This has generally been referred to
as ‘Rep-mediated encapsidation’ [3]. Covalent attachment of Rep to
the 5’- end occurs during terminal resolution (Figure 2). During this
step of DNA replication, Rep binds to two elements within the
terminal repeat, the Rep-binding element (RBE) in the stem structure,
and to that involving a small palindrome comprising a single tip of an
internal hairpin within the ITR (RBE’). The Rep helicase is activated to
unwind the region containing the terminal resolution site (trs), which
in turn is stabilized in a single-stranded configuration by a secondary
structure (Figure 2A). Rep then nicks the single - stranded trs via a
transesterification reaction to produce a new 3’ hydroxyl end and a 5’
covalently bound Rep via a tyrosine–PO4 linkage (Figure 2B) [5-9].
The AAV genome is flanked by inverted terminal repeats (ITRs) of
145 nucleotides (nts), the terminal 125 of which form palindromic
double-stranded T-shaped hairpin structures [10]. The remaining 20
nts in each ITR, termed the D-sequence, remain single-stranded.
Although the terminal hairpin structure should be sufficient for
initiating replication of the viral genome, what role, if any, the singlestranded D-sequence plays, remained elusive.

Figure 1: A schematic model of AAV Rep-mediated encapsidation
of progeny single - stranded AAV genome. Rep (purple) brings the
3’-end of the AAV genome to the capsid (blue) and initiates
packaging as the rest of the parental DNA is still being copied
(dotted green arrow). Once a free 3’ end is generated (arrow) it is
aligned at the capsid via Rep-Rep interactions and the DNA is
inserted into the capsid in a 3’ to 5’ direction by the Rep helicase
activity.

Subsequent studies by us and others documented that the Dsequence indeed plays a pivotal role in the life cycle of AAV, such as
genome rescue, replication, and integration [11-13]. However, the role
of the D-sequence in AAV DNA encapsidation and transgene
expression from rAAV vectors remained unclear (Figure 3). We also
identified two distinct host cell proteins which were shown to interact
with these sequences, as the two D-sequences in the AAV genome are
complementary to each other since the ssD[-]-sequence is always
present at the 3’-end, and the ssD[+]-sequence is invariably present at
the 5’-end of the viral genome [14-16].

One model of AAV genome encapsidation suggests that a Rep
protein covalently attached to the 5’ end of the displaced strand binds
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Figure 2: A schematic model of AAV Rep-mediated cleavage at the
trs. Following physical tethering to the Rep-binding element (RBE)
in the stem structure and that involving a small palindrome
comprising a single tip of an internal hairpin within the ITR (RBE’)
for Rep-mediated cleavage, Rep interaction with the ITR activates
the Rep helicase, which in turn creates a secondary structure and
stabilizes the trs in a single-stranded configuration (A). Rep then
nicks the trs and forms a covalent tyrosine-phosphate linkage with
the 5’-end of the nick (B).

We had documented that replacement of both D-sequences in the
AAV-ITRs with a non-AAV substitute sequence (S-sequence)
significantly reduced the efficiency of rescue and replication of the
AAV genome from recombinant plasmids [11,13], and that no
encapsidation of the viral genome into AAV capsids occurred [12]. In
our recently published studies [17], we examined the consequences of
substitution of only one D-sequence in either ITR on the efficiency of
rescue, replication, and encapsidation of the AAV genome. To this
end, a plasmid, designated pLC-1, was constructed which contained
the human cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter-driven humanized
recombinant green fluorescent protein (hrGFP) gene flanked by a wt
AAV2 right ITR and a left ITR in which the D-sequence was replaced
with the S-sequence. In a second plasmid, designated pLC-2, the Dsequence in the right ITR was replaced with the S-sequence. A
recombinant plasmid, designated pAAV-hrGFP, containing the
identical expression cassette flanked by two wt AAV2-ITRs were used
as an appropriate control (Figure 3). AAV genome rescue and
replication were nearly the same as that from pAAV-hrGFP suggesting
that the presence of one D-sequence in either of the two ITRs is
necessary and sufficient for the efficient rescue and replication of the
AAV genome. Similarly, the presence of one D-sequence in one of the
two ITRs was necessary and sufficient for efficient packaging of the
AAV genome. Interestingly, however, further analyses revealed that in
contrast to plasmid pAAV-hrGFP from which ssAAV vectors of both
polarities were generated, as expected, the use of both mutant plasmids
pLC-1 and pLC-2 led to the generation of predominantly only singlepolarity vectors, as determined by using either [+] or [-] polarity
hrGFP-specific oligonucleotide probes. Because the two vector
genomes are complementary, our recently published data suggested
that only the AAV genomes containing the 5’ D[+]-sequence
−substitution and a 3’ wt D[-]-sequence undergo successful
encapsidation. We refer to this as ‘D-sequence−mediated
encapsidation’.
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Figure 3: Schematic structures of recombinant AAV vector
genomes. The conventional single-stranded (Top) and the two Dsequences−substituted (Middle and Bottom) recombinant AAV
genomes are depicted. HP: hairpin structure; D: D-sequence, S:
substitute sequence; CMVp: cytomegalovirus promoter; hrGFP:
humanized recombinant green fluorescent protein; hGH (A)n:
human growth hormone polyA signal.

Most of the published data support the proposed model, shown
schematically in Figure 1, in which the displaced strand covalently
linked to Rep is targeted for packaging. For example, Nony et al.
demonstrated that plasmids that did not have ITRs, but only had an
internal Rep-binding element/terminal resolution site (RBE/trs) in the
p5 promoter, were also packaged into AAV, albeit at a lower level [18].
They performed deletion mapping and discovered that this was due to
the Rep binding element and the cryptic trs, i.e., when either was
deleted, they no longer observed packaging (or replication of the ITRnegative AAV genomes). The p5 RBE/trs do not have a D-sequence as
seen in the ITR. They also showed that vector (pBR) sequences were
packaged, and this was also likely due to the presence of ITRs on the
pBR plasmid DNA [18-22]. Huser et al. showed that chromosome 19
sequences, involved in site-specific integration of the AAV genome,
were also packaged during normal lytic AAV replication in the
presence of co-infection with adenovirus [23]. Chromosome 19
sequences have an RBE and a putative trs that was identified by Giraud
et al., and Linden et al. [24,25], but they also do not have the Dsequences that are present in the normal ITR. In spite of that, they can
both replicate and package during the AAV replication cycle [23].
Linden et al. [25] also showed that the sequences between the RBE and
trs in the chromosome 19 were important for integration, and
Weitzman et al., showed that like the normal AAV ITR, the sequences
flanking the chromosome 19 trs form a cruciform, which appears to be
necessary to stabilize the trs site in a single-stranded conformation
[26]. They also showed that this secondary structure was necessary for
nicking [26], just as we showed, it was necessary for nicking in the
normal AAV ITR [7]. This was true for chromosome 19, even though
the sequences flanking the trs were different from the regular ITR [8].
Our D-sequence-deletions/substitutions would not be able to do this,
and therefore, they would not replicate, and they would not form
covalent ITR/Rep complexes [7-9]. More recently, it was shown by
McAlister and Owens [27] that if the AAV RBE and trs are substituted
with the chromosome 19 RBE and trs on both ends of AAV, the extent
of AAV replication/packaging is reduced by ~2-fold, which would
argue that the D-sequences per se are not required, but that a
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secondary structure that can stabilize the trs is needed so that Rep can
nick and form a covalent linkage, as shown schematically in Figure 2.
However, it is not readily apparent whether the strand-specificity of
encapsidation that was observed in our studies is consistent with this
model. Thus, even if a secondary structure at the trs cannot be formed,

nicking at this site could still occur, albeit at a lower level, which might
provide a reasonable explanation as to why exclusive packaging of only
one strand was not seen with our D-sequence−substituted mutants
[17,28-30].

Figure 4: Schematic models for replication and encapsidation of AAV genomes from recombinant plasmids containing the wild-type ITRs
(A), or the D – sequence − substitutions (grey S) in the left (B), or the right (C) ITR in the viral genome. The conventional AAV genome is
shown containing the two D-sequences in the left and the right ITRs as green and red rectangles. Arrows indicate the 3’ - end; solid circles
indicate covalently bound Rep molecules. See text for details of each step.
We now propose possible models for replication and packaging of
rAAV genomes containing either two D-sequences, or those
containing the D-sequence deletions in each of the ITRs, which are
depicted schematically in Figure 4. The left and the right ITRs are
denoted as green and red rectangles, respectively. Upon successful
rescue and replication (Step 1), the two single-stranded AAV genomes
are generated that are complementary to each other (black and grey
lines, respectively). The 3’-end of each of the ssAAV genomes then
serves as a primer for the host cell DNA polymerase to catalyze the
viral second-strand DNA synthesis to generate the double-stranded
DNA monomeric replicative intermediates (Step 2). Following
unfolding of the hairpin structures and terminal extension, the two
replicative DNA intermediates from both genomes undergo terminal
resolution by the AAV Rep protein (Step 3). Following terminal
resolution (Step 4), terminal extension (Step 5), self-primed DNA
synthesis (Step 6), and DNA-strand displacement (Step 7), singlestranded progeny genomes containing the Rep protein covalently
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attached at the 5’-ends are encapsidated into AAV capsids (Step 8).
The net result is that whereas both [+] and [-] polarity strands of the
wt AAV genomes are packaged in separate mature virions, by ‘Rep/Dsequence−mediated encapsidation’ (Figure 4A), largely single-polarity
genomes are generated from AAV genomes containing D-sequence
−substitutions, and as a consequence, either the [+] polarity (Figure
4B), or the [-] polarity (Figure 4C) ssD[-]-sequence−containing
genome are packaged by ‘D-sequence−mediated encapsidation’. This
implies that the strand containing a covalently bound Rep protein is
not targeted for packaging as suggested by the model in Figure 1.
Rather, once terminal resolution has occurred, the opposite end of the
genome initiates strand displacement to produce a ssDNA containing
a 3’ D[-] end and a free D[+] (or S[+]) end with no covalent Rep
attached, and this is the genome that is packaged. How the decision to
initiate strand displacement synthesis from the end with no covalently
bound Rep is made (i.e., the end that had not undergone terminal
resolution) is not clear. Conceivably, a covalently bound Rep could
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sterically hinder assembly of a cellular DNA replication complex. In
addition, even the substituted S[-] end could bind Rep non-covalently
(because it has both RBE and RBE’) and yet is preferentially not
packaged. This suggests that the model in which Rep is the primary
signal for packaging is not entirely correct.
In summary, the precise mechanism of AAV genome encapsidation
still remains a puzzle, but it is readily apparent that both Rep and the
D-sequence play a critical role.
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